
Evergreen Trees
We live in a unique part of the country where there's quite a few varieties of trees that don't lose leaves in the 
winter time!

Ficus Nitida

It grows to a perfect shape, it's really clean and easy to grow and it handles the Summer heat wonderfully. In 
grass or gravel, Indian Laurel trees make a great addition to any landscape.

Ficus Nitida Columns

This is by far the most popular choice for making an evergreen screen hedge! Can be kept in any height range 
from 8ft to 20ft or taller. If you've got nosy neighbors or a view you don't want... plant a row of Indian Laurel 
Columns... Problem solved!

Ficus Nitida (Multi Trunk)

Get the thickest, widest and greenest shade all year long with the multi trunk Ficus! Ficus trees, due to their 
dense growth provide the coolest shade of all trees that can be grown here!



California Pepper

Schinus molle

This larger evergreen tree provides the incredible weeping appearance of a traditional weeping willow, only 
it uses a quarter of the water and keeps its leaves all year long! Fantastic effect for just about any landscape 
style.

Brazilian Pepper

One of the all time favorite evergreen trees. Available in single and multiple trunk styles. 
Dark green foliage looks great year-round in all landscape styles.

Sisso Tree

Dalbergia sissoo

Though this tree looks kind of like an Aspen, it's perfectly at home and in fact thrives with ultra hot conditions. 



It grows at an almost unbelievable rate and yet keeps it's leaves all year. It's looks can benefit any landscape 
style.

Willow Acacia

Acacia salicina

Another fast growing evergreen tree from Australia! Unique silver-blue leaves with a slightly weeping 
appearance make this tree useful for many landscape styles. Tree can be maintained with branches near the 
ground or pruned for a high canopy.

Acacia Saligna

Acacia Saligna

Wide growing umbrella shaped, Medium size tree. Provides soft, filtered shade. Super fast growing tree. Very 
durable heat & cold.

Austrialian Bottle

This unique tree gains a very thick trunk at an early age, making it a great choice for nearly every landscape. In 
addition, its extremely rapid growth rate and low maintenance make it one of the most popular we sell.

Live Oak



Quercus virginiana

Yes, it's an oak tree and yes, it's evergreen. Actually, this oak is native to the Southern United States it is very 
durable and grows at a medium rate.

Eldarica Pine

This is absolutely the best pine to grow in the deserts of the Southwest. Plant safely in gravel or grass yards. 
Enjoy that fresh pine smell every morning!

Shoestring Acacia

Very unique evergreen desert tree! Best in desert and Mediterranean style landscapes. This extremely fast 
growing tree provides an incredible weeping effect, while using minimal water. Low litter and little pruning, once 
mature.

Oleander Tree



Nerium oleander

A rare combination of being an evergreen and producing vibrant color, makes the Oleander tree useful in 
many landscapes. It's smaller size is better suited for accent applications, but is useful for shading in smaller 
courtyards and near patios.

Carob Tree

Ceratonia siliqua

Classic umbrella shaped, durable and dark green, this unique tree makes a handsome addition to any yard. 
Grows well and tolerates the hottest summer sun. Low litter and little pruning once established.

Fruitless Olive Tree



Originally from the Mediterranean region, olive trees have been grown in the southwest for generations now. 
They're well adapted to growing in hot summers and work well in almost all landscape styles.

Acacia Anuera

Commonly called "Mulga". Extremely clean desert tree. Small to medium size tree. Very durable in heat & cold.

African Sumac

This super durable tree is great anywhere large shade is desired. Provides large umbrella shape and is green 
all year long. Always dependable for great shade in any season!


